No reforms can be undertaken while nations would give would react with less. Every blow which one of these tyrannies suffers that go with barrack life.

The iron military rule of Germany is a tremendous burden. A great deal of the war is caused by international provocations. Everyone knows the barbarous sacrifices Germany makes and it is claimed that if it strengthens a nation, the burden is not too heavy.

The States is spending more of its income now on wars that will never occur than on all other things combined. The heavy forces are forcing the laboring classes below that point in the scale of expenses where they can live. The reason men die is because they cannot live. The enormous war debts of European nations—that endless caravan of clerics—can never be paid. Only the international financiers, and that is the capitalists—the real kings who compose the world empire which controls Europe. The talk of a war between Germany and England is a dreamless.
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